
Tools : Drill & bits (#2 Roberts, 1/8”-1/4”drill bits) sheet metal snips 20ga. 
Alum Foil Tape. Crimper tool for ducting. Duct itself & friends to help :) 
2” dome head screws & washers are provided to mount the hood to the wall 

Range Hood Care :  

Mild soap & water to clean, dry with soft paper towel 
Don't use abrasives, tape or chemical cleaners as it may remove the finish 

Crate :  

It’s all screwed together. Remove the crate top carefully, then the sides 
The range hood is screwed down to the crate base 
The blower insert needs to be removed first. Screws around the edge/back 
Slide unit out. The paperwork and fasteners are inside the blower insert 
Screws mounting the range hood down can now be accessed  

Hood Install : 

Mark, drill and cut out on the hood back for studs, vent and power wire 

The hood is mounted to the wall first with the screws & big washers 
Blower unit insert will slide up in the hood afterwards 

Power wire is best left long and pulled inside the hood when mounting               
It can be cut down later if needed. plug in inserts can have the electrical 
box mounted inside on the hood back. Where ever is best 

Ducting is a sleeve fit for hidden access like these custom range hoods 
Once the hood is mounted the ducting lengths can be worked out 

A small section of tapered duct can be added to the top of the blower unit 
The above hanging duct is cut a little short of whats needed  
as you lift the insert, the small tapered duct fits into the duct above 

Some blower inserts have a fan motor that can be removed                    
Easier to see upwards to guide into the above ducting 
Feed power wire into the blower insert just above the stove. Or plug it in 
Leaving wire slack for it to bend out the way while lifting the insert up in 
Guide the insert up into ducting above. slow and steady. Hardest part 

Secure the blower insert with the inserts fasteners 
Instructions and fasteners are with the blower unit insert 
Test power and settings. Put the filters back in 

Quick clean or dusting of the hood and insert

Any questions on install just contact us :) 
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